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Bamboo is quickly taking the world of promotional
products by storm. It is a fascinating material due to its incredible
strength and regenerative properties. Incredibly, a pole of bamboo can
regenerate to its full mass in just six months. It can be continuously
re-harvested every three to seven years without causing damage to the
plant system and the re-harvesting actually improves the overall health
of the plant. Its surrounding environment is not harmed because its root
system stays intact so erosion is prevented.

Bamboo wood:
When treated, bamboo forms a very hard wood which is both lightweight
and exceptionally durable. It also removes up to five times the amount of
greenhouse gases as an equivalent stand of trees. Bamboo has a tensile
strength greater than many alloys of steel.

On the golf course
Go green on the green this summer
with Debco’s selection of eco-friendly golf
accessories. Our new G7065 bamboo
golf divot repair tool is an excellent bamboo
golf giveaway idea.

Around the home
Debco offers fantastic earth-friendly practical
gift ideas in bamboo. These ideas include our
new CO7019 bamboo and cork coaster set,
our NW7098 non woven executive umbrella
with bamboo shaft and our BQ6931 bamboo
BBQ set.

In the shade
Add warmth to your home or office by growing
your own exotic bamboo plants. Our GP4831
bamboo palm kit (not available for sale in U.S.A.)
comes packed in an attractive box ready for gift
giving. If you prefer, create your own personal herb
garden or colourful window or desktop display
with our beautiful CS6927 bamboo set of
four pots.

At the office
Bamboo desktop items are fashionable and functional choices
for a greener planet. Our elegant GP7049 bamboo desktop
collection features a set of three desktop accessories including
a bamboo cell phone/business card holder, memo holder and
tape dispenser packed in a drawstring pouch. Our new DA4938
bamboo note clip holder is ideal for holding your favourite
photo or important memo.

Bamboo fabric
A technique of making bamboo fibre
from bamboo pulp has been developed
through an innovative process. The
smaller bamboo fibres are spun into
super-soft yarns and fabrics and the
textile industry use these fabrics for
many different items. It is soft, absorbent,
anti-bacterial, anti-microbial, UV resistant,
hypo-allergenic and thermo-regulating. It
is a great alternative to cotton because
there is only a fraction of the time and
resources spent on producing bamboo
for fabric as there is cotton. Bamboo
does not require the large amounts of
water and pesticides that cotton does,
nor does it required the attentive care of
cotton. Our new and luxurious TO7126
is made from bamboo. It is lightweight,
strong and extremely soft to the touch.

In the kitchen
Bamboo’s inherit anti-microbial, natural anti-bacterial and
moisture resistant properties make it natural for entertaining
and food preparation products. It would seem only natural
that Debco would offer a wide variety of bamboo pieces for
the kitchen. Our new KP7079 bamboo canister and KP6716
bamboo coffee vault are two attractive accessories for your
kitchen countertop.

